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Preface 
The Asset Standards Authority (ASA) is a key strategic branch of Transport for NSW (TfNSW). 

As the network design and standards authority for NSW Transport Assets, as specified in the 

ASA Charter, the ASA identifies, selects, develops, publishes, maintains and controls a suite of 

requirements documents on behalf of TfNSW, the asset owner. 

The ASA deploys TfNSW requirements for asset and safety assurance by creating and 

managing TfNSW's governance models, documents and processes. To achieve this, the ASA 

focuses on four primary tasks: 

• publishing and managing TfNSW's process and requirements documents including TfNSW 

plans, standards, manuals and guides 

• deploying TfNSW's Authorised Engineering Organisation (AEO) framework 

• continuously improving TfNSW’s Asset Management Framework 

• collaborating with the Transport cluster and industry through open engagement 

The AEO framework authorises engineering organisations to supply and provide asset related 

products and services to TfNSW. It works to assure the safety, quality and fitness for purpose of 

those products and services over the asset's whole-of-life. AEOs are expected to demonstrate 

how they have applied the requirements of ASA documents, including TfNSW plans, standards 

and guides, when delivering assets and related services for TfNSW. 

Compliance with ASA requirements by itself is not sufficient to ensure satisfactory outcomes for 

NSW Transport Assets. The ASA expects that professional judgement be used by competent 

personnel when using ASA requirements to produce those outcomes. 

About this document 

This standard sets out the requirements for structural integrity and crashworthiness of 

passenger rolling stock over the whole of the asset's life. It allows for the adoption of 

internationally proven solutions for crashworthiness, which aims to increase industry 

participation in the supply of rolling stock, while maintaining the safety of occupants.  

The ASA developed the first issue of this standard in consultation with other TfNSW agencies 

and the rolling stock industry, including national and international rolling stock manufacturers, 

following the development of a position paper on crashworthiness. 

The second issue clarified the freight 80 t wagon reference obstacle definition for the collision 

scenarios between a train and a freight wagon to be used in the place of the 80 t wagon 

definition provided in EN 15227: 2008. 
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This document is a third issue. The changes to this version include the following: 

• clarification of the requirements for heavy rail and rapid transit rolling stock in Section 7 

• incorporation of technical note TN 085:2015 
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1. Introduction 
Structural integrity and crashworthiness requirements for passenger vehicles ensure that 

structural and passive safety features provide a safe environment for occupants (including 

passengers, maintainers, and train crew) over the design life of the asset, and control the risk of 

injury to occupants in the event of abnormal conditions such as heavy shunts, derailments, and 

collisions. 

ASA has predominantly adopted the requirements in this standard from nationally and 

internationally accepted practices. 

2. Purpose 
This standard sets ASA requirements for passenger rolling stock structural and passive safety 

features to allow for the adoption of internationally proven solutions and increased industry 

participation in the supply of rolling stock, while maintaining safety for occupants. This standard 

ensures that passive safety features take into account the intended operation of rolling stock 

and the current performance of other rolling stock while, where appropriate, adopting 

internationally accepted standards and practices. 

2.1. Scope 
This standard covers the minimum structural and crashworthiness requirements that passenger 

rolling stock shall continuously meet over its design life. Requirements include the structural 

performance of carbody and secondary structural elements, the ability to protect occupants 

during its operation, and for scenarios involving derailment or collision or both. 

This standard also sets requirements for rolling stock assets protection in the event of heavy 

shunts and minor collisions. 

2.2. Application 
This standard applies to the specification, procurement, design, supply, introduction, operation, 

or modification of heavy rail, rapid transit, and light rail passenger rolling stock that operate on 

the TfNSW Transport Network. 

This standard applies to operators and suppliers of TfNSW rolling stock. For the purposes of 

this document the operator is the organisation that has responsibility for defining the technical 

requirements for the rolling stock vehicle so that it will perform the intended operation and meet 

the acceptance criteria; and, the supplier is the organisation that has responsibility for supplying 

the rolling stock vehicle to satisfy the regulations and functional requirements of the operator. 
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The definitions of these terms have been adopted from EN 15227 Railway Application – 

Crashworthiness Requirements for Railway Vehicle Bodies, which is a main reference standard, 

in order to maintain a common terminology with that standard. 

3. Reference documents 
The following documents are cited in the text. For dated references, only the cited edition 

applies. For undated references, the latest edition of the referenced document applies. 

International standards 

EN 12663-1: 2010 Railway applications – Structural requirements of railway vehicle bodies – 

Part 1: Locomotives and passenger rolling stock (and alternative method for freight wagons) 

EN 13749: 2011 Railway applications - Wheelsets and bogies - Method of specifying the 

structural requirements of bogie frames 

EN 15152: 2007 Railway applications – Front windscreens for train cabs 

EN 15227: 2008 Railway applications – Crashworthiness requirements for railway vehicle 

bodies 

EN 15663: 2009 Railway applications - Definition of vehicle reference masses 

GM/GN2686 Guidance on Rail Vehicle Bodyshell, Bogie and Suspension Elements - Issue One: 

2010 - Rail Industry Guidance Note for GM/RT2100 Issue Four (Parts 2, 3 and 4) 

GM/GN2687 Guidance on Rail Vehicle Interior Structure and Secondary Structural Elements - 

Issue One: 2010 - Rail Industry Guidance Note for GM/RT2100 Issue Four (Parts 5, 6 and 7) 

GM/RT2100 Requirements for Rail Vehicle Structures, Issue 5, June 2012 

IEC 61373: 2010 Railway applications – Rolling stock equipment – Shock and vibration tests 

49 CFR 223 Safety Glazing Standards - Locomotives, Passenger Cars and Cabooses 

Transport for NSW standards 

T HR RS 00000 ST RSU 000 Series - Minimum Operating Standards for Rolling Stock - General 

Requirements 

T HR RS 00100 ST RSU 100 Series – Minimum Operating Standards for Rolling Stock – 

General Interface Standards 

T HR RS 00200 ST RSU 200 Series - Minimum Operating Standards for Rolling Stock - 

Common Interface Requirements 

T HR RS 00600 ST RSU 600 Series - Minimum Operating Standards for Rolling Stock - Multiple 

Unit Train Specific Interface Standards 
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4. Terms and definitions 
The following terms and definitions apply in this document: 

AAR Association of American Railroads 

AAR coupler a type (series) of coupler specified by the Association of American Railroads and 

normally used on locomotives, freight vehicles and older passenger vehicles in New South 

Wales 

ASA Asset Standards Authority 

CFR Code of Federal Regulations 

occupant for the purposes of this document, occupant means any person occupying the train at 

any time, including passengers, maintainers, and train crew, as per EN 15227: 2008 

operator for the purposes of this document, operator means the party that has responsibility for 

defining the technical requirements for the railway vehicle so that it will perform the intended 

operation and meet the acceptance criteria, as per EN 15227: 2008 

passive safety for the purposes of this document, passive safety refers to systems which 

reduce the consequences of an accident should it occur, as per EN 15227: 2008 

supplier for the purposes of this document, supplier means the organisation that has 

responsibility for supplying the railway vehicle to satisfy the regulations and functional 

requirements of the operator, as per EN 15227: 2008 

TfNSW Transport for New South Wales 

5. Crashworthiness and structural performance of 
rail vehicle bodies 
All passenger rail vehicles shall comply with the requirements of the following standards: 

• EN 12663-1: 2010 Railway applications – Structural requirements of railway vehicle bodies 

– Part 1: Locomotives and passenger rolling stock (and alternative method for freight 

wagons) 

• EN 15227: 2008 Railway applications – Crashworthiness requirements for railway vehicle 

bodies 

The operator shall specify the vehicle category used for EN 12663-1: 2010 based on the 

intended configuration and operation of the rolling stock. In general, this will be P-I for 

locomotive hauled carriages, P-II for vehicles formed into heavy rail multiple unit trains, P-III for 

vehicles formed into rapid transit multiple unit trains operating on dedicated lines, and P-V for 

light rail vehicles. 
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The operator shall specify the crashworthiness design category used for EN 15227: 2008 based 

on the intended operation of the rolling stock. In general, this will be C I for heavy rail 

operations, C II for rapid transit trains operating on dedicated systems, and C IV for light rail 

vehicles. The operator, if necessary, may modify the prescribed collision scenarios in 

accordance with Appendix A of EN 15227: 2008 within the rolling stock specification. The 

supplier shall inform the operator if it believes that features of the rolling stock’s design or its 

intended operation make any collision scenario inappropriate or insufficient. 

For mixed traffic operations including heavy rail operations, the design of rolling stock shall 

consider collisions with freight wagons in accordance with EN 15227: 2008. The relevant 

collision scenario shall consider a wagon as described in Appendix A of this standard in place of 

the wagon specified in Appendix C.1 of EN 15227: 2008. 

EN 15227: 2008 collision scenarios assume the idealised condition of straight and level track. 

The European standard also recognises that it is impractical to design the vehicle structure to 

protect the occupants in all possible accident situations. In developing a design that complies 

with EN 15227: 2008, the supplier shall consider the sensitivity of the rolling stock’s 

crashworthiness performance to non-idealised conditions. In particular, the supplier shall assure 

that the rolling stock is not excessively sensitive to angled or laterally offset collisions, which 

may result when rolling stock collide on curved track or at switches and crossings. The supplier 

may evidence this through application of additional collision scenarios, through technical 

argument around structural features of the design, or through discussion on the performance of 

similar trains in previous real world incidents, as appropriate for the design of the train. 

For category P-II vehicles operating on the heavy rail network, a compressive proof load of 

2 MN shall be withstood by the vehicle body rather than 1.5 MN as stated in EN 12663-1: 2010. 

The supplier may use EN 12663-1: 2010 without adopting this modified requirement if the 

supplier can assure through risk assessment or other appropriate means or both that there is a 

neutral or beneficial net safety impact in doing so based on the intended operation of the fleet. 

5.1. Consideration of other rolling stock 
The crashworthiness design of rolling stock shall consider, where reasonably practicable, the 

interface and performance of crashworthiness features of other rolling stock with which it is 

intended to interoperate. Consideration for other rolling stock shall include the following: 

• maintaining override prevention performance in the event of a collision 

• maintaining collision energy management performance in the event of a collision 

• ensuring alignment and engagement of anti-climb devices in the event of a collision 

• ensuring alignment and engagement of coupler systems in the event of a collision 

Refer to Figure 3, Appendix B of this document for an indicative location of anti-climbers on 

other heavy rail passenger trains operating in NSW. 
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5.2. Roofing 
Heavy rail rolling stock shall provide a location on the roof of each vehicle where emergency 

services may cut through to gain access to the interior of a vehicle that has rolled onto its side. 

This space shall be clearly labelled to enable emergency services to identify immediately the 

appropriate space and cut lines. The location shall be adequate to enable a stretcher borne 

patient to be removed from the train. The region to be cut shall be devoid of any cables, pipes, 

or other equipment that may impede access.  

For light rail and rapid transit rolling stock, the supplier shall perform a risk assessment to 

determine whether emergency roof access is required. The assessment shall take into account 

the risk of rolling stock rolling onto its side following collision or derailment, the level of other 

emergency access / egress facilities available, and the practicality of providing roof access. 

5.3. Vehicle body missile protection 
Roofs and forward facing areas shall comply with the missile protection requirements in Part 3 

of GM/RT2100.  

Vehicle bodysides and roof over areas that are freely accessible to occupants shall provide an 

equivalent or better level of protection to occupants as the bodyside glazing. 

Further requirements for missile protection are provided in Section 7 of this standard. 

These requirements do not apply to light rail rolling stock assets. 

5.4. Requirements for equipment attached to vehicle bodies 
Excepting expendable items as defined in T HR RS 00100 ST RSU 100 Series – Minimum 

Operating Standards for Rolling Stock – General Interface Standards (heavy rail only) all 

exterior components shall be attached with the use of secondary restraints, redundant fixings, 

or secondary latches as appropriate to ensure that no single point of failure can cause 

equipment to either physically detach or protrude out of gauge. Examples of items requiring 

secondary restraints include side skirts and roof hatches. 

Equipment attached to vehicle bodies shall withstand the level of shock and vibration 

encountered in service and as specified in IEC 61373: 2010 Railway applications – Rolling 

stock equipment – Shock and vibration tests. The supplier shall identify which equipment to test 

in accordance with IEC 61373: 2010 based on an evaluation of the risk and consequence of 

failure of the equipment or its mounting. Applicable considerations in the risk evaluation may 

include the service history of the equipment in similar applications, mass of the equipment, and 

mounting location of the equipment. 
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6. Structural requirements for bogies and 
suspension 
For heavy rail applications, the bogies shall meet the applicable requirements in: 

• T HR RS 00000 ST RSU 000 Series - Minimum Operating Standards for Rolling Stock - 

General Requirements 

• T HR RS 00100 ST RSU 100 Series – Minimum Operating Standards for Rolling Stock – 

General Interface Standards 

• T HR RS 00200 ST RSU 200 Series - Minimum Operating Standards for Rolling Stock - 

Common Interface Requirements 

• T HR RS 00600 ST RSU 600 Series - Minimum Operating Standards for Rolling Stock - 

Multiple Unit Train Specific Interface Standards 

6.1. Body to bogie attachments 
Body to bogie attachments shall comply with EN 12663-1: 2010 Railway applications – 

Structural requirements of railway vehicle bodies – Part 1: Locomotives and passenger rolling 

stock (and alternative method for freight wagons). 

In addition to the requirements set out in EN 12663-1: 2010 for category P-I and P-II vehicles, 

the body to bogie attachments for P-I and P-II vehicles shall withstand the following loads 

without significant permanent deformation:  

• longitudinally, the respective bogie mass subjected to a 5 g longitudinal acceleration in 

either direction 

• laterally, the greater of half the body design mass under exceptional payload (as defined in 

EN 15663), or the respective complete bogie mass subjected to a 1.1 g acceleration in 

either direction 

• vertically, the greater of half the body mass under exceptional payload (as defined in 

EN 15663) or the respective complete bogie mass subjected to 2 g acceleration over and 

above gravitational acceleration in either direction 

Alternatively, the supplier may adopt the relevant requirements in EN 12663-1: 2010 without 

adopting these additional requirements, if the supplier can assure the operator through risk 

assessment or other appropriate means that there is a neutral or beneficial net safety effect in 

doing so based on the intended operation of the fleet. 
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6.2. Equipment attached to bogies and wheelset assemblies 
The design of equipment attached to bogies and wheelset assemblies shall follow practice 

described in Part 4 of GM/RT2100 or Annex D of EN 13749: 2011 Railway applications - 

Wheelsets and bogies - Method of specifying the structural requirements of bogie frames. 

The design load cases for equipment and the attached equipment's mountings shall be 

appropriate for the intended operation of the rolling stock, considering both normal operation 

and collision or derailment scenarios and recovery. 

Equipment shall withstand the level of shock and vibration encountered in service and as 

specified in IEC 61373: 2010. The supplier shall identify which equipment to test in accordance 

with IEC 61373: 2010 based on an evaluation of the risk and consequence of failure of the 

equipment or its mounting. Applicable considerations in the risk evaluation may include the 

service history of the equipment in similar applications, mass of the equipment, and mounting 

location of the equipment. 

7. Secondary structural elements 
Secondary structural elements are considered those elements of a vehicle that interface directly 

with occupants. Secondary structural elements include the following: 

• windscreens 

• windows 

• doors 

• gangways 

• interiors, for example, seats, tables, panelling, partitions, and so forth 

For heavy rail and rapid transit rolling stock, the performance of secondary structural elements 

shall comply with Part 5 and Part 6 of GM/RT2100. For heavy rail and rapid transit rolling stock, 

windscreens shall meet all requirements of EN 15152: 2007 Railway applications – Front 

windscreens for train cabs. 

7.1. Heavy rail rolling stock only 
In addition to the requirements set out in Part 5 of GM/RT2100, bodyside windows shall meet 

the testing requirements of FRA Type II Specification described in 49 CFR 223 Appendix A. 

In addition to the requirements set out in Part 5 of GM/RT2100, windscreens shall meet the 

testing requirements of FRA Type I specification described in Part 223 of Title 49, Safety 

Glazing Standards – Locomotives, Passenger Cars and Cabooses, in the Code of Federal 

Regulations. 
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8. Crashworthiness and structural performance of 
interiors 
Crashworthiness and structural performance of interiors shall comply with Part 6 of GM/RT2100. 

If fitted, it shall be possible to open interior doors manually and for these doors to remain in an 

open position in the event that rolling stock has rolled onto its side or roof. 

If fitted, interior doors shall remain able to be opened following collision scenarios considered in 

demonstrating compliance with EN 15227: 2008. 

9. Asset protection 
Rolling stock shall provide sufficient integrity to limit damage during heavy shunts. The level of 

provision in design shall be proportional to the level of risk associated with the intended 

operation of the rolling stock. 

Where practicable, energy absorbing devices shall be easily replaceable in the event of minor 

collision.  

Unless stated otherwise by the operator, the supplier shall consider features that improve 

resilience to damage and reparability after heavy shunts or minor collision to minimise asset life 

cycle cost, based on a risk-based review of the anticipated frequency of heavy shunts and 

minor collisions. 

The operator shall set further requirements for the ability of rolling stock to withstand heavy 

shunting, minor accidents, minor collisions, and minor derailments based on the specific 

operational and contractual arrangements under which the rolling stock is to be supplied and 

operated. 
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Appendix A Freight wagon reference obstacle 
definition 

Collision scenarios between a train and a freight wagon shall use this definition in place of the 

80 t wagon definition provided in EN 15227: 2008. A mass of 80 t, which has only one degree of 

freedom in the translational x direction, shall represent the wagon. The wagon shall have a 

coupler and rigid end wall with interface geometry as shown in Figure 1. The coupler draft gear 

shall have the characteristic given in Figure 2 and an energy absorption capacity of 60 kJ. 
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Figure 2 – Wagon coupler draft gear characteristics 

The simulation of the scenario shall omit the train end coupler from the train model. 

The intent of the scenario is to demonstrate consideration for collisions with vehicles having 

dissimilar geometry, especially freight vehicles fitted with AAR couplers. In considering the 

scenario, rolling stock shall meet the relevant criteria in section 6 of EN 15227: 2008. This shall 

include the following: 

• the wheel-lift off criteria described in Section 6.2.1 of EN 15227: 2008 

• survival space criteria described in Section 6.3 of EN 15227: 2008 

• deceleration criteria described in Section 6.4 of EN 15227: 2008 
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Appendix B Anti-climbers 
Figure 3 illustrates the indicative location of anti-climbers on heavy rail passenger trains operating in NSW. 
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Appendix C Suggested reading 
The following documents have not been referred to in this standard. However, they are included 

as suggested reading as these documents provide guidance regarding rail vehicle structures 

that apply to rolling stock in NSW. 

• GM/GN2686 Guidance on Rail Vehicle Bodyshell, Bogie and Suspension Elements - Issue 

One: 2010 - Rail Industry Guidance Note for GM/RT2100 Issue Four (Parts 2, 3 and 4) 

• GM/GN2687 Guidance on Rail Vehicle Interior Structure and Secondary Structural 

Elements - Issue One: 2010 - Rail Industry Guidance Note for GM/RT2100, Issue Four 

(Parts 5, 6 and 7) 
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